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Build your travel retail offer by expanding your network with Virtual Interlining 
Sell more air content on your website by enabling TripStack’s dynamic interline  
solutions including Virtual Interlining (VI).

Virtual Interlining (also known as self-connect) lets travelers combine flights from  
multiple carriers into a single itinerary. It offers more choices for travelers and new 
ways for airlines to create wider market opportunities beyond their own route network.

Navitaire’s partnership with TripStack offers Navitaire-hosted airlines another novel 
way to integrate modern technology to streamline the Interlining and Virtual Interline 
booking process. 

 ■  Sell more retail air content by delivering both your interline content, and building 
Virtual Interline connections with a wide range of global carriers

 ■  Fully outsourced handling of Virtual Interline itineraries and supported by TripStack’s 
Self-Connect Guarantee

 ■  TripStack manages all customer support for missed connections and schedule 
changes and includes allowances for meals and lodging

 ■  Ability to sell additional non-airline ancillaries such as travel insurance,  
lost baggage protection and flexible ticket options 

 ■  Flexible integration methods; either display content directly on your website utilizing 
Navitaire’s Travel Commerce or redirect to a white label website

Expanding Distribution and Revenue 
Opportunities Through Virtual Interlining

 ■ Net new bookings
 ■ Revenue sharing plan
 ■  Integrate with RM and 

network strategies
 ■ Extensive ancillary offerings
 ■ No set or booking fees
 ■ No ownership costs
 ■ Integrated with Travel Commerce 

TripStack is a global leader in  
Virtual Interlining technology, helping 
airlines expand their network and 
product offerings while providing  
travelers with more connections  
at better prices. 

Learn more at TripStack.com

25B+
flight price points ingested daily

130M+
daily API searches

13M+
annual passengers

20K+
daily LCC, NDC, Virtual Interlining 
bookings
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